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ABSTRACT
The concept of thumbnails is common in image representation. A
thumbnail is a highly compressed version of an image that provides
a small, yet complete visual representation to the human eye. We
propose the adaptation of the concept of thumbnails to the domain
of documents, whereby a thumbnail of any document can be gen-
erated from its semantic content, providing an adequate amount of
information about the documents. However, unlike image thumb-
nails, document thumbnails are mainly for the consumption of soft-
ware such as search engines, and other content processing systems.
With the advent of the semantic web, the requirement for machine
processing of documents has become extremely important. We
give particular attention to electronic documents in XML and in
RDF/XML, with a view towards the processing of documents in
the semantic web.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
E.4 [Data]: Coding and Information Theory—Data compaction
and compression; H.3.1 [Information Systems]: Information Stor-
age and Retrieval—Content Analysis and Indexing

General Terms
Algorithms, Documentation, Design

Keywords
Document semantics, Document summarization, Thumbnails, Se-
mantic web

1. INTRODUCTION
In the last few decades, improvements in technology has allowed
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us to collect and store both data and information1 inexpensively and
easily. The Internet has, similarly, allowed inexpensive and easy
“publishing” of these data and information. The grim side of this
new information space is that navigation or search is usually diffi-
cult, because it is conducted by moving through text—most often
a serial list of phrases (and the respective documents in which they
appear) that contain matches to keywords initially provided by the
user2. The obvious motivation here is a chain of relationships: the
semantic content of the document is related to certain keywords
(syntactic elements) which are, in turn, related to the search terms
provided by the user. Unfortunately, as we all have experienced,
this connection provides a very high selectivity, but very low speci-
ficity. The user is forced to wade through many thousands, if not
tens or hundreds of thousands, of documents navigating by key-
words alone.

A similar, smaller version of this problem exists on personal
computers. Popular operating systems try to help by iconifying the
data type,e.g., associating a cup and smokelike swirls with a Java
program, an MS Word document with a sheet of paper and a ‘W’,
and so forth. The idea motivating this is that the user can quickly
scan different documents and choose the most meaningful. This is
improved slightly by adding the file name to the icon—the user be-
ing able to make a better evaluation of the contents with little more
overhead.

When searching for images instead of text, the visual element be-
comes even more useful and pronounced. An image is compressed
into an imagethumbnail(IT) that, in a very small footprint, can
usually provide enough visual information to the user that a good
guess as to its content can be reasonably made. Generating im-
age thumbnails involves symmetric compression of pixels so that in
spite of the loss in clarity, the thumbnail still keeps the basic shape
and aspect of the original image. We believe that a document can
likewise have asemanticthumbnail (ST): a “semantically” com-
pressed representation of a document’s content that would provide
enough meaning to the user, so that it could be visually inspected
quickly. We are interested in bringing the best of both visual and
textual search. Like an IT, an ST should have a small footprint,
and present enough information to make navigation concerning the
content simple. We are also motivated by a current project in bioin-
formatics that requires a significant amount of text searching. We

1We draw a distinction between data,e.g. FASTA format for ge-
nomics data, and information,e.g., an experimental biology paper
on, say, apoptosis (programmed cell-death). Information is much
richer, semi- or unstructured, and is much more difficult to search.
2In this work we are not interested in examining how the docu-
ments themselves are ordered, say though link analysis.



decided to implement STs as a component of this text search com-
ponent and develop it on its own called BioKnOT[6].

There have been attempts to provide document thumbnailing as
a graphical problem, but from our point of view, there is not enough
semantics provided (discussed below). The work on Resource De-
scription Framework (RDF–discussed briefly below) provided us
with the inspiration to create what amounts to mini-ontologies for
the documents. Discussed more fully below, an ontology is a col-
lection of entities (terms) and their interrelationships.

The concept of thumbnails has been extended for use with tex-
tual documents, potentially with embedded images. The research
on document thumbnailing essentially treats the original document
as an image representing the snapshot of the document when it
is viewed, and uses the same compression techniques for image
thumbnailing. This can be used for the purpose of quick summa-
rization [16], representation of search results [15], enhanced brows-
ing and scrolling using page thumbnails [1], understanding docu-
ments in other languages [13], as well as for the purpose of inter-
active browsing [11].

Treating documents as images, however, only summarizes lay-
out, and not content. While this is adequate for the purpose of
human viewing and browsing, this method of thumbnailing is not
appropriate for deriving any semantic content from the thumbnail.
In this paper, we adapt the concept of thumbnailing more for the
purpose of capturing the semantics of the documents, rather than
the layout.

The advent of the semantic web [2] provides an additional mo-
tivation for this work. Unlike the current world-wide web, docu-
ments in the semantic web are interlinked semantically, and search
techniques for this new web will need to adequately, yet efficiently,
use such embedded semantic information. For large document repos-
itories, ontologies embedded in STs enable semantic applications
(such as search engines) to quickly make retrieval decisions even
without indexing.

Automated document keywording and summarizing is not en-
tirely a new concept. Content analysis of documents is a com-
mon task for search engines, especially in search engines that do
not create full-text indices. Many word processing tools include
facilities for automated summarization. In such approaches, fre-
quently occurring keywords are generated and sentences from the
documents are ordered. A summary is then generated by picking
sentences having the most number of keywords. The problem with
this method is that it generates summarizations that are highly ir-
regular, and although they give the appearance of being a readable
document, they do not provide enough information for machine
consumption.

The most important contribution of this work is in its implica-
tions for the next generation of semantic web systems where ma-
chines will be required to quickly process large sets of XML docu-
ments, often without the opportunity to index them ahead of time.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
discuss pertinent literature. In Section 3, we begin discussion of
STs at a broad level and in Section 4, we present an overview of
the system. Finally, we discuss proposed evaluation methods in
Section 5, and conclude in Section 6.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Research in the context of compressing document content can

be broadly classified into three groups based on the purpose of the
compression:

1. Thumbnailing: Thumbnailing is primarily a visualization tech-
nique used for better interactive handling of large documents

or document collections. Typically the thumbnail of an im-
age representing the layout of the document is shown, po-
tentially one image thumbnail (IT) for each page (e.g., [1]).
The purpose of thumbnailing is primarily to retain the layout,
since the thumbnails have no content information. The size
of the thumbnails can be easily controlled by the user.

2. Summarization: Summarization is the process of extracting
keywords or potentially complete sentences that capture the
text of the document. No layout information is retained.
Some of the semantics of the document is captured. Again,
the size of the summaries can be controlled by the user.

3. Compression: Compression is the process of reducing the
size of a document by algorithms that make use of the un-
used bit spaces and repetitions in the document. This is an al-
together different dimension, since usually compressions are
lossless and reversible. The size of the compressed document
depends on the algorithm used, and cannot be controlled by
the user.

In order to properly motivate this research, we will consider cur-
rent work being done in all three of the above areas. Compression
is important because it plays a significant role in reducing band-
width, although in this context its less important since the com-
pressed documents are not human readable. The goal of this work
is to produce summaries of documents that are effectively readable
by both human and machine, and that can capture a significant por-
tion of document semantics. Figure 1 shows how the above three
directions compare with our approach of semantic thumbnails. We
briefly discuss some of the research in the above three areas below.

2.1 Document thumbnailing
The concept of “document thumbnailing” is used in the process

of interactive information retrieval [15]. The process of informa-
tion retrieval consists primarily of retrieving documents based on a
Boolean combination of keywords [17]. With the advent of the Web
and the explosive growth in the number of documents accessible
on the Web, the concept of information retrieval has been adapted
to not only retrieve the documents, but also to appropriately rank,
group, and associate documents [4].

Proper thumbnailing of documents is an important issue when
documents are in a language unknown to the reader. Querying
documents in a repository of multi-lingual documents involves the
translation of either the searchable documents or the query itself
[14]. Ogden and Davis [15] show that with human interaction,
cross-language text retrieval can be improved using thumbnailing
techniques. In such techniques, an overview of the search results is
displayed using document thumbnails, in which the presence of the
search terms can be visually indicated. The underlying language of
documents does not play a role since the thumbnails are readable.
The thumbnail view significantly improves the user’s selection of
search results [13, 16]. In addition, use of thumbnails can vastly
improve the usability of overview+detail type document retrieval
interfaces [20].

2.2 Document summarization
Document summarization is a heavily researched area in infor-

mation retrieval. The generation of terms by automatic analysis
of documents typically uses a controlled vocabulary list or a the-
saurus [18]. These techniques are particularly useful for the pur-
pose of text mining. Standard information retrieval methods in-
clude statistical features such as term frequency inverse document
frequency (TFIDF) [19]. In these methods, semantic proximity



between words is computed using statistical methods, sampling
several documents in the collection of a large number of docu-
ments. Multi-document summarization is especially important for
the purpose of ranking search results. Multi-document summariza-
tion (e.g, in [11]) consists of content selection and filtering using
statistical techniques, followed by proper content presentation pre-
serving the original document ordering.

In addition to keyword generation, several techniques exist for
automatic generation of readable text, consisting of full sentences.
The most common method involves the ranking of sentences in the
document for potential inclusion in the summary using a weighted
combination of statistical and linguistic features [8, 12]. Incorpo-
rating linguistic analysis in addition to statistical analysis in such
techniques have shown to significantly improve the generated sum-
maries, and hence, the relevance of the retrieved documents.

2.3 Document Compression
The two compression formats referred to in this section are loss-

less and lossy. Both of these terms refer to whether or not, during
the compression of a file, any of the original data is lost. Lossy
compression,e.gthe JPEG image file, permanently eliminates data
during compression. Thus, when a lossy file is uncompressed, not
all of the original data is present (although the human eye or ear
may not be able to detect the loss). Lossless compression,e.g. the
GIF image file, does not eliminate any of the original data during
compression. Thus, when a lossless file is uncompressed, all of the
original data is present.

Although not immediately relevant to the current research, the
concept of compression indirectly fits in this context. Compression
involves a lossless reduction of document size, primarily using bi-
nary representation of the characters, and making use of unused
bits and repetitions in the documents [22]. A particularly interest-
ing observation is that because of the highly repetitive content of
XML documents, compression of XML documents can result in
very high compression ratio [10, 21]. Use of semantics and allow-
ing compression loss can result in more controlled compression of
XML documents as well [5].

Although different from the lossy concepts of thumbnailing and
summarization, both of which result in irreversible loss of infor-
mation in the original documents, compression provides a basis on
which thumbnailing tasks can be compared.

2.4 Discussion
Figure 1 shows a graph that places the above three document

reduction methods in a 2x2 quadrant. The graph shows that com-
pression retains both structure as well as semantic information of
the documents, but since compressed documents are not human
readable, and requires potentially processor-intensive decompres-
sion techniques to be usable, they are not suitable for fast searching
and ranking. Document thumbnails are highly user-centric, and re-
tain the document structure (layout), but they are not semantically
rich, and cannot be used for machine-based automated retrieval.
Document summarization provides adequate amount of informa-
tion for automated retrieval methods, but loses semantic knowledge
embedded in the document. This leads to the conceptualization of
STs that fill the void. STs provide semantically rich thumbnails
of documents that can be used for the purpose of user-centric, as
well as machine-centric, retrieval purposes, while retaining ade-
quate amount of semantic information within the documents.

3. SEMANTIC THUMBNAILS
As discussed above, STs have many potential applications from

visual searching by human agents to parsing, classification, and

Figure 1: Comparison of the document thumbnailing, summa-
rization and compression methods with respect to layout and
semantic retention, as well as user and machine centricness.
H=high, L=low

Figure 2: An ST over biological terms. The nodes in the graph
are a subset ofTf . The edges reflect likely semantic significance
based on nearness. Similarity between STs makes use of a log-
odds model of location called a scoring matrix. An edge not
present between to nodes means the terms are likely unrelated.

searching via machine agents. BioKnOT3 is a practical applica-
tion of STs that illustrate how useful and effective they can be in
the bioinformatics setting.

BioKnOT is an interactive document retrieval system that allows
users to quickly and easily “drill-down” on a topic. It implements
the use of STs and also allows for the iteration of document sets,
which allows for refinement of the specificity of a user’s search. To
aid discussion we present some notation. Formally, we have a set
of documentsD. By di we mean theith document inD and write
t ∈ di to mean termt occurs in documentdi. Let Tf denotes a set
of terms from the documents ofD, formally,Tf ⊆ {t ∈ d|d ∈ D}.

DEFINITION 1. A semantic thumbnail for a documentdi ∈ D
is a directed, weighted graphGi = 〈Vi, Ei〉 whereVi = {t|t ∈
Tf ∧ t ∈ di}, the set of nodes, is a collection of terms, and an edge
Ei ⊆ Vi×Vi → R2

≥0 is a pair of weights that reflect intra-sentence
and inter-sentence signficance. For this paper, we are focusing on
the intra-sentence value. (see Fig.2). 2

Since the STs are built dynamically and interactively centered
on the user, we describe the process here and treat some of the
3(http://biokdd.informatics.indiana.edu/jccostel)



important elements in detail further in the paper. STs are built by
first identifying the important nodes by TFIDF, then by establishing
the weight of the edges through analysis of nearness by looking
through the corpus of selected documents (discussed later in this
section).

The generation of STs is initiated by a Boolean search provided
by the user (see Figure 3). Those documents ofD for which the
Boolean function is true are used forTf generation4. FromTf a
scoring matrix[9] Sij is created that indicates numerically whether
pairs of wordsi, j, wherei, j ∈ Tf , that occur within a certain
reading frame of no more than 20 words (arrived at experimen-
tally), are likely to be present other than by chance. The value is
actually a log-odds ratio comparing observed frequency to, in this
case, a random model, which is found from the set of documents
that meet the Boolean search criteria. Scoring matrices are a uni-
versal tool in sequence alignments techniques that allow for dis-
parate, though related molecules, to be substituted for one another
in a sequence of molecules, and therefore, allow for non-identical
sequences to be compared (see [6] for a more complete discussion).
The scoring matrix is used to compare STs generated from the ab-
stracts of the documents with a ST constructed from user input.
The relationships are captured in the spirit of ontologies.

After the user has been prompted to choose the most relevant
terms fromTf to the search, denotedTu, she or he has the op-
tion of proceeding through BioKnOT by entering more information
or simply doing a “quick search” and going directly to the results
page.

If the user wants to enter more information for a more precise
search, then after selecting the most relevant terms,Tu, the user
will be prompted to enter a statement describing what type of doc-
ument is being searched for, which will contain words fromTu

that are then used to create a user-defined ST. This ST is critical to
BioKnOT because it provides a means of capturing semantically re-
lated termswith respect to the userand is used to order the relevant
documents’ STs usingSij . The user is then queried for how strong
the relationships should be, owing to the fact that not enough infor-
mation is provided by one or several sentences. All of this provided
data is then used to score the documents within the documents se-
lected fromD.

The quick search option allows the user to bypass entering any
more information after termsTu are selected. The ST that would
have been created from the user’s input is derived by considering all
term relationships fromTu with a distance of 1, rather than the dis-
tance that would have been determined from the user’s statement.
This ST will be used to score the documents within the document
database (D).

Once a set of documents has been returned, the user can refine
the search by selecting the documents that are most closely related
to the user’s ultimate search goals. A newTf is created and the
process continues as before. Choices that the user made in the pre-
vious search are used as default values and can be, in the case of
the user’s statement, either added to or modified.

Additionally we provide a kind of support through a second scor-
ing mechanism that takes into account the number of times a doc-
ument has been cited, weighting the more recently cited papers
more. Thus, documents have a pair of values[r, s], wherer is what
we call the semantic relevance score taken from the scored STs, and
s, which is the support value taken from the citation information.

3.1 Choosing STs terms
The node terms in the ST are found through TFIDF calculations,

4Currently, we have set the size ofTf at 50, though this will be
made adjustable in the future.

which ranks document terms based on how often a term appears in
an document and how many documents contain that term. TFIDF
is the product of the term-frequency (TF) of a word and the inverse-
document-frequency (IDF) of that word [3]. The intuition underly-
ing TF is that a term is more important in describing information
in a document if the term occurs more often, with the exception of
stop words (e.g., a, the, at, ...)[3]. Let tfi,d denote the number of
occurrences of theith term in documentd ∈ D:

tfi,d =
|di|

|Pj dj | (1)

where|di| is the count of termi in documentd and|Pj dj | is the
sum of all the termsj in documentd.

The intuition underlying IDF is that if a term appears in many
documents, then it is less significant in describing information than
in a single document[3]. It is defined as the log of the total number
of documentsn over the total number of occurrences of termi in a
documentd from the total sets of documentsD:

idfi,D = log2(
|D|

|{di|di ∈ D}| ) (2)

The product of TF and IDF gives a term weight, where the weight
of theith term in thedth document can be defined as follows:

weight(i, d) =

�
(1 + tfi,d)idfi,D if tfi,d ≥ 1
0 if tfi,d = 0

(3)

The TFIDF calculations are done through a well-known previ-
ously built system called LUCAS [7]. The system has a term repre-
sentation database that was compiled at UC Berkley and Stanford,
which contains document frequencies and ranks of 31,928,892 terms
found on 49,602,191 pages on the internet
(http://elib.cs.berkeley.edu/docfreq/).

3.2 Weighting Edges
The edges are a measure of distance between terms contained

in Tu and are present in the user’s statement in a sentence (inter-
sentence) and among sentences (intra-sentence).

The inter-sentence and intra-sentence distances are a way of cap-
turing a relationship between terms. Our motivation in seeking this
distinction between inter-sentence and intra-sentence distance was
that, for example, sentences like the ones below are very likely to
have different meanings with respect to the relationship between
the two wordsmitochondriaandpermeability:

“... and is not present in themitochondria. Permeabilityis
another...”

“... mitochondria permeabilityis an important aspect of apop-
tosis...”

Though both words are important individually, to some degree,
the way they are presented in and among sentences offers us better
insight on their relationship to each other.

3.3 Interactive vs. Automated Thumbnailing
BioKnOT currently does interactive Thumbnailing, where the

user is involved in the generation of the ST with a Boolean query,
and also in the process of subsequent relationship derivation phases.
An automated system is currently being implmented. In general,
a random component is added and several STs are created. The



Figure 3: Screen shots of BioKnOT showing the user’s semantic thumbnail creation and an ST of a relevant document

general procedure is to sample documents randomly, producingTf

from TFIDF and continuing with the quick search and default val-
ues. Our results will be presented in forthcoming work.

4. SYSTEM AND PROGRAM ARCHITEC-
TURE

BioKnOT (figure 4) consists of 5 core interfaces that interact
with a document database. The mode of communication from client
to server is CGI with Perl 5.8.0. The DBI Perl module was used to
interact with the database.

Figure 4 shows an illustration of the flow of the program. First
the user enters a query on the initial search page.(1)A TFIDF cal-
culation is done on the initially searched documents and the user
is asked to rank these terms on the filter page. Next(2), the user
is asked to enter a few sentences stating what type of document is
being searhed for.(3) The scoring matrix is built and term rela-
tionships are constructed, and then the user is asked to supply these
relationships with a score.(4) All the documents are scored and
returned based on rank to the results page, which supplies the user
with document data, illustration of the term relationships, and the
URL to the document itself. The results page also serves as the re-

Figure 4: Illustration of BioKnOT program flow



finement page, which(5) allows the user to iterate over the search
with a more specific set of data, based on selected documents in-
stead of a random model.

The first web-based interface is the initial query page. This is
where a user can enter Boolean search terms and using Boolean
logic, a query is dynamically created to search the document database
in the abstract and title fields.

The random model for comparing documents consists of the set
of documents that meet the Boolean search criteria, notedDs. The
abstracts from setDs are then pooled into a text file that will be
used for the TFIDF calculations. This text file is passed to LU-
CAS. LUCAS is written in Java and communicates with BioKnOT
through the SOAP protocol. Behind LUCAS is a term representa-
tion database, which is needed for the inverse document frequency
calculations. The top 50 returned words from LUCAS, notedTf ,
are used to create the filter page.

The filter page, which places setTf into an HTML form, asks the
user to select the most relevant terms to the search fromTf . These
set of user selected terms, notedTu, are stored in hidden HTML
fields and the user is given two options to proceed. First, the user
can select the “Quick Search” option, which will bring the user
directly to the results page, or second the user can select the “Enter
More User Input” option, which will prompt the user to enter more
data for a more precise search.

If the user selects the “Enter More User Input” option, the set
Tu is stored and the user is prompted to enter several sentences on
what type of document is being searched for. These sentences are
supposed to give a more user defined description of the document
being searched for and would include some of the terms included
in Tu.

There are two major events that happen at this point. First, a
scoring matrix is created to show how strong the relationships be-
tween the terms in setTu are when compared to the random model,
Ds. Next, a user defined ST is created to show the relationship of
terms that are present within the user’s statement and setTu. This
ST will be the standard of comparison for all other documents.

The scoring matrix is created by taking the log-odds score (equa-
tion 4) for each term relationship within the set of termsTf .

LOD = log2(
P (t2|t1, δ)

P (t1)× P (t2)
) (4)

In equation 4,P (t1) andP (t2) are calculated as indicated in
equation 5, where the count of a specified term is taken withinDs

and then divided by the total count of all the terms withinDs.

Pti =
|ti|

|Pi di| (5)

P (t2|t1, δ) in equation 4 is calculated by taking the probability
of finding term 2 within a distanceδ from term 1. We then divide
this value by the total count of term relationships that are found in
Ds. This equation is illustrated below.

P (t2|t1, δ) =
|{t2|t1, δ}|

|{tj |ti, δ ∧ i 6= j}| (6)

This scoring matrix is created dynamically every time a user en-
ters some search criteria and is iteratively done for each term within
setTu.

When the term relationships are found and the scoring matrix
has been assembled, the user is then prompted to add weight to the
user defined relationships, derived from the user’s statement and
setTu, based on how important they are to the search. This addi-
tional information is then added to the scoring matrix as a multiplier

to reflect the amount of relevance to the search these relationships
represent.

After all this data has been interactively collected, STs of each
documents’ abstract are created using setTu and then scored against
the user defined ST using the scoring matrix.

The STs are compared to each other through an adjacency ma-
trix. This matrix takes the ST, which is represented as a graph,
and converts it into a structure that is comparable with other STs.
Based on the presence or absence of a term relationship in the user
defined and individual document STs, the scoring matrix value for
that relationship, and the distance from term to term in that rela-
tionship, a score is generated for that term relationship. The sum
of these relationship scores is used for the total semantic score of a
document.

The user is then shown the top ranked documents as determined
by semantic score. Along with the semantic score, a citation rate is
supplied to provide the user with some more input on how impor-
tant a document has been over the years.

In addition to the scores, three important hyperlinks are pro-
vided. First, a link to the actual online document is given. Next, a
link to all the data in the database related to that document is pro-
vided, such as title, author(s), abstract, etc. Lastly, a link to the
term relationship ST is provided. This ST will show the user how
the terms are related to each other in the abstract of the document,
as well as supplies the user with a way to visually compare docu-
ment semantic relationships.

The overall concept behind BioKnOT is to supply the user with
an effective interactive way to find documents related to very spe-
cific search criteria. Knowing this, one of the most important fea-
tures of BioKnOT is to allow the user to do an iterative search over
the database with more strictly defined search criteria.

The results page also provides the user with a means to further
narrow down a search by selecting documents that are related to the
user’s specifications. After these documents have been selected,
LUCAS is called again, but instead of the large broad sample set
that was used on the first pass of the search, a very specific user
selected set of documents are used to create the term filter page.

The process is then started all over again and can be run indefi-
nitely.

BioKnOT saves the state of the users’ previous searches and
passes that information along to the scoring of the documents. The
user is supplied this information and can change it at any time dur-
ing the search. Figure 3 shows a screen image of different parts of
the system.

5. EVALUATION
An initial pilot of BioKnOT was performed using data from the

PubMed Life Sciences journals database5 and the Gene Ontology
(GO) Consortium6. The result from the pilot study was encourag-
ing, and it demonstrated that without the presence of XML tags,
the semantic thumbnails contain adequate amount of information
regarding the document keywords. In addition, the relationships in
the generated ontology adds more semantic knowledge regarding
the documents. With the presence of XML tags, however, the on-
tologies generated become much more precise. A full study of the
quality of the STs generated is currently being prepared. In this
study, novice users will be given a collection of retrieval tasks. We
will perform a between-groups study with one group having the
semantic thumbnail information, and one group with only gener-
ated keywords. The efficiency (task completion speed) and accu-

5http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/
6http://www.geneontology.org



racy (task answer correctness) will then be statistically compared
to measure differences. The results from the pilot indicate that po-
tential differences in user perspective do exist.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a framework for document summarization

utilizing the semantic content embedded in documents. This sum-
marization, which we call Semantic Thumbnails (ST) provides a
means for visualizing and comparing the document content at a
high level. These thumbnails capture more semantic information
from documents than purely graphical representations of search re-
sults, as well as visual representation of the layout of the docu-
ments.

The generated thumbnails have a number of highly desirable
properties. First of all, semantic thumbnailing is closed in the doc-
ument format,e.g., the generated structure for an RDF document is
valid RDF, although the summary documents do not correspond to
the original RDF schema. The most important aspect of this sum-
marization strategy is in its accuracy of recall for purely keyword-
based searches.

For future work, we are investigating other techniques to derive
the semantic content than term frequencies. Also, we are imple-
menting a method for automatically generating the document STs
without user interaction. We are also in the process of develop-
ing STs for RDF/XML documents by utilizing the ontologies al-
ready embedded in such documents. We are also in the process
of generating our own TFIDF repository (instead of LUCAS) —
presumably from bioinformatics documents to more closely reflect
the domain. Lastly, we are implementing a temporal component of
the Semantic Thumbnails to take into account the timeliness of the
content of the documents.
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